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Introduction 

The many problems surrounding the complex variatioa 
of the genus U h u s  L. in England have been discussed by 
RICHENS (1967) and JEFFERS and RICHENS (1970). It has become 
evident that further Progress towards an understanding 
of the situation in England depends upon comparative 
studies between the elms of England and those of France, 
whence, almost certainly, many of the English elm stocks 
have been derived. This study is a first step towards pro- 
viding such comparative material. 

Material and Methods 

The material used was a set of 655 samples. The major 
collections were made by the first author in Guernsey 
(1965), Jersey (1971), Picardy and Normandy (1972) and 
Brittany (1973); other collections were donated by J. R. 
RICHENS from the Sologne, T. M. RICHENS from Armagnac, 
Mrs. LE SUEUR from Jersey and Mrs. LE QUESNE from Alder- 
ney. Some small collections from other regions have also 
been included. 

Since a comparison between the elm populations on 
either side of the English Channel was regarded as especial- 
ly necessary, steps were taken to assemble a representative 
collection of samples from all the maritime departments of 
France from Nord to Loire-Atlantique. In addition to these, 
the department of Orne was also traversed. Material was 
obtained from all five of the larger Channel Islands. It is 
likely that all the types of elm of apprwiable frequency 
in northern France are covered by the various collections. 
For the rest of France, ony scattered material was avail- 
able, and no conclusions are drawn on the situation at 
lower latitudes. 

The method of collecting was as described by JEFFERS 
and RICHENS and the Same foliar characters were measured 
as used in that Paper, namely: absolute length of the longer 
side of the lamina (AL); breadth (TB), length (TL) and 
depth (TB) of the primary teeth at the shoulder of the leaf; 
relative breadth of the lamina (RB), the ratio maximum 
absolute lamina breadth (AB)AL; relative petiole legnth 
(RP), the ratio absolute petiole length (AP)AL; relative 
asymmetry (RA), the ratio absolute distance between the 
lower points af the lamina on each side (AA)AL; and the 
number of secondary teeth (TN). 

The three measurements of tho'oth size were illustrated 
by RICHENS (1958). In contrast to earlier studies, only one 
instead of five typical subdistal leaves from dwarf shoots 
on stout branches was measured, though five leaves from 
each tree were collected. 

It will be convenient to introduce a new notation to 
designate the measurements for individual leaves or the 
modal leaf measurements of groups. The range of each 
character is divided into three segments, a central mid- 
range segment, roughly one fifth of the range, and the 
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segments on either side of this. If a measurement falls 
within the central segment, it is ignored; if the measure- 
ment is numerically above it, it is denoted by a capital let- 
ter and if below by a lower-case letter. The relevant letters 
for the range segments of each character are listed in 
Table 1. Tooth length, being strongly correlated with tooth 
breadth, is ignored for descriptive purposes. 

Table 1 .  - Key to notation 

For example, the leaf measurements of the sample from 
Doullens (Somme) were, in the order cited above, 61 mm, 
3.0 mm, 1.0 mm, 0.55, 0.12, 0.09, 136. This leaf is designated 
LbdwPN. Since the relative asymmetry falls within the 
central segment of the range, it is omitted. 

A similar notation is used to designate the mode of the 
leaf characters of groups. For these, the three range seg- 
ments of each character are added separately, and which- 
ever is greatest, taken as the modal value, preference being 
given to the mid-value when two values are equally fre- 
quent. 

The method of multivariate analysis was as described by 
JEFFERS and RICHENS, i.e. principal-component analysis and 
clustering by means of a modification of the minimum 
spanning tree technique of GOWER and Ross (1969). As 
before, the ratios RB, RP and RA were converted back to 
the respective absolute values AB, AP and AA. An even 
severer distance restriction was imposed than previously. 
Clustering was inhibited unless members were within a 
distance of 1.00. The first-order clusters were themselves 
aggregated into second-order clusters and thence into 
higher-order clusters under this restriction till no more 
clusters could be formed. The distance restriction was then 
relaxed to 1.50 and a second cycle of clustering initiated 
till, again, no more clusters were formed. Cycles of cluster- 
ing continued thus, with distance restrictions relaxed by 
0.50 per cycle until the unit cluster was reached. 

Clusters are designated by the notation already explain- 
ed. A prefixed italic capital letter is used to designate the 
order of the cluster, thus C.LbdwPN designates the third- 
order cluster into which the Doullens sample already cited 
will be found to fall. Nurnerical subscripts are used to 
distinguish clusters with the Same biometric designation. 

Since second and higher-order clusters are liable to be- 
come too heterogeneous to be taxonomically useful, they 
were disqualified if they comprised A clusters whose mod- 
al biometric designations included both upper and lower 
values for any character. For example, the A clusters 
A.LbPa, A.bPa, A.bPan, A.bdPa qualify for aggregation 
under the B cluster B.bPa. However, the A clusters A.bWN 
and A.LbwP which aggregate under a potential B cluster, 
disqualify this cluster since W and W are both present. 
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